Abstract: Thirty-three eclipsing binaries were selected for an analysis from a huge database of observations made by the INTEGRAL/OMC camera. The photometric data were processed and analyzed, resulting in a first light-curve study of these neglected eclipsing binaries. The system CY Lac was discovered to be an eccentric one. In several systems from this sample even their orbital periods have been confirmed or modified. Due to missing spectroscopic study of these stars, further detailed analyses are still needed.
Introduction
The INTEGRAL (INTErnational Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory) satellite produces many observations since its launch in 2002, not only in gamma part of the spectra. The onboard OMC (Optical Monitoring Camera) was designed to obtain the observations in optical V passband. These observations are in fact only a by-product of the mission, but nowadays there are many observations available.
Despite the fact that the database of these measurements is freely available on internet, the analyses are still very rare. The most recent one using the OMC data is that by Jurcsik et al. (2009) This investigation is directly following our previous papers (Zasche 2008 and Zasche 2009 ). The selection criteria used here were also the same: maximum number of data points and non-existence of any detailed light-curve analysis of the particular system. There were 33 systems selected for the present paper. Another interesting fact of this sample is that about one half of the investigated systems have the luminosity of the third unseen body above a statistically significant value about 5%. This result is not surprising, because e.g. Pribulla & Rucinski (2006) also discovered that more than 50% of binaries exist in multiple systems. One could speculate about a prospective future discovery of such components in these systems. Due to missing detailed analysis (spectroscopic, interferometric, etc.), the only possible way how to discover these bodies nowadays is the period analysis of their times of minima variations. In the system BZ Cas such an analysis exists and the third body was discovered with orbital period about 61 yr, see Erdem et al. (2007) .
Discussion and conclusions
The light-curve analyses of thirty-three selected systems have been carried out. Using the light curves observed by the Optical Monitoring Camera onboard the INTEGRAL satellite, one can estimate the basic physical parameters of these systems. Despite this fact, the parameters are still only the preliminary ones, affected by relatively large errors and some of the relevant parameters were fixed at their suggested values. The detailed analysis is still needed, especially spectroscopic one, or another more detailed light curve one in different filters. Together with a prospective radial-velocity study, the final picture of these systems could be done. Particularly, the systems V1450 Aql and CY Lac seem to be the most interesting ones. The first one is massive semi-detached system, which shows total eclipses and the second one due to its eccentric orbit.
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